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The 6 Keys -- Free Preview
Teenage Johanna lives with her aunt Solveig in a small house bordering the forest
on the outskirts of a remote coastal town in Finland. She leads a lonely existence
that is punctuated by visits to her privileged classmate, Ulla Bäckström, who lives
in the nearby luxury gated community. It isn’t until Ulla tells her the local lore
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about the American girl and the tragedy that took place more than thirty years
before that Johanna begins to question how her parents fit into the story. She sets
out to unravel her family history, the identity of her mother, and the dark secrets
long buried with her father. In the process of opening closed doors, others in the
community reflect back on the town’s history, on their youth, and on the dreams
that play in their minds. Soon a new story emerges, that stirs up Johanna’s
greatest fears, but ultimately leads to the answers she is searching for. The Glitter
Scene is a riveting mystery that explores the roles of truth and myth, reality and
fiction, and the repercussions of family secrets.

The Power
From internet stars Elle and Blair Fowler comes a scintillating new novel that takes
readers Beneath the Glitter of the glitzy L.A. social scene. Welcome to a place
where dreams are made. And where nothing—and no one—is ever what it seems.
After their make-up and fashion videos went viral on YouTube, sisters Sophia and
Ava London are thrust into the exclusive life of the Los Angeles elite. Here fabulous
parties, air kisses, paparazzi and hot guys all come with the scene. Sophia finds
herself torn between a gorgeous bartender and a millionaire playboy, and Ava
starts dating an A-list actor. But as they're about to discover, the life they've
always dreamed of comes with a cost. Beneath the glitter of the Hollywood social
scene lies a world of ruthless ambition, vicious gossipand betrayal. Someone close
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to them, someone they trust, is working in the shadows to bring the London sisters
falling down. And once the betrayal is complete, Sophia and Ava find themselves
knee-deep in a scandal that could take away everything they care about, including
the one thing that matters most—each other.

Glitter
Ramona fell for Sam the moment she met him. It was like she had known him
forever. He's one of the few constants in her life, and their friendship is just too
important to risk for a kiss. Though she really wants to kiss him Sam loves
Ramona, but he would never expect her to feel the same way-she's too quirky and
cool for someone like him. Still, they complement each other perfectly, both as
best friends and as a band. Then they meet Tom. Tom makes music too, and he's
the band's missing piece. The three quickly become inseparable. Except Ramona's
falling in love with Tom. But she hasn't fallen out of love with Sam either. How can
she be true to her feelings without breaking up the band? "Educators and librarians
looking for fast-moving, interesting plots, in-depth characters, and meaningful
themes need to add this one to their shelves."-VOYA praise for If He Had Been with
Me

The Glitter and the Gold
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I'm telling you why we broke up, Ed. I'm writing it in this letter, the whole truth of
why it happened. Min Green and Ed Slaterton are breaking up, so Min is writing Ed
a letter and giving him a box. Inside the box is why they broke up. Two bottle caps,
a movie ticket, a folded note, a box of matches, a protractor, books, a toy truck, a
pair of ugly earrings, a comb from a motel room, and every other item collected
over the course of a giddy, intimate, heartbreaking relationship. Item after item is
illustrated and accounted for, and then the box, like a girlfriend, will be dumped.

The Glitter Scene
The most beautiful fish in the entire ocean discovers the real value of personal
beauty and friendship.

How to Catch a Unicorn
The author--tapped by Reese Witherspoon's Hello Sunshine as the expert on this
topic for a new generation of women--offers a revolutionary, real-world solution to
the problem of unpaid, invisible work that women have shouldered for too long. too
long.

Open Book
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Provides instructions for making whimsical Halloween crafts, from the oh-so wicked
party hat and wacky Willie Webber spider puppet to the glittered cat silhouette
party hat and pumpkin tiara.

Glitterville's Handmade Halloween
"Lapin draws on raw and often hilariously real stories from her own career -- the
good, the bad, and the ugly -- to show what it means to be a "boss" in twelve easy
steps. In her refreshingly accessible and relatable style, she first shows how to
embrace the "boss of you" mentality by seizing the power that comes from
believing in yourself and expanding your skillset. Then she offers candid nononsense advice for how to kill it at as the "boss at work" whether you have a highup role or not. And finally, for those who want to take the plunge as an
entrepreneur, she lays out the nuts and bolts of how to be the "boss of your own
business" from raising money and getting it off the ground to hiring a kickass staff
and dealing office drama to turning a profit"--

Grace the Glitter Fairy
Reverse the effects of aging and maintain optimal health for life through the
revolutionary 6 Keys program by New York Times-bestselling author Jillian
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Michaels. With Master Your Metabolism, Jillian Michaels showed us how to take
control of the metabolic machinery underneath our weight and health struggles.
Now she's ahead of the curve again -- conquering the mayhem, myths, and
misunderstandings associated with aging. After all, if you can decide your weight,
why not your age? Scientists and doctors have identified six major age inciters:
metabolism, damaged macromolecules, epigenetics, inflammation, stress
adaptation, telomeres. The 6 Keys presents an ageless health, fitness, and beauty
plan that addresses all six of them -- and gets them working for you instead of
against you. Empowering and rigorously researched, The 6 Keys outlines powerful
lifestyle interventions, dietary guidelines, exercise plans, and vanguard strategies
for cultivating mindfulness that restore and protect human performance, keeping
you fit, healthy, and beautiful for life.

She Who Leaves a Trail of Glitter Is Never Forgotten
Composition Notebook
#1 New Release in Motivational, Happiness, and Self-Help — A Modern Guide to
Positive Thinking Learn the importance of expression: A Life Full of Glitter will show
you how much creativity, physical activity and social interactions affect your day to
day life. Learn how to maximize these expressive activities to release pent up
emotions and frustration in order to have a fresh view of the world each and every
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day. Re-frame your thinking: Bullying, loss, regret and fear impact our lives in
tough-to-deal-with ways. Learn how to confront these and other challenges like the
world’s happiest people do—as opportunities. Armed with humor and a good
attitude, author Anna O’Brien will teach you how to combat the negativity of life in
this motivational self-help guide. Move on from unresolvable issues: It can be
difficult to process and move on from unresolvable issues that are holding us back
from our most positive lives. A Life Full of Glitter introduces the concept of “longgame” thinking, which will help you re-frame temporary setbacks and focus on
long-term happiness. Discover easy-to-use tips and tricks to increase your
positivity and personal growth. Improve your relationships, opportunities and
overall well-being: Modern research shows that positivity improves almost every
aspect of your life. A Life Full of Glitter will walk you through the findings of this
research with real life examples and humorous teachable moments from author
Anna O’Brien’s own life. Allow Anna’s book to help you increase your happiness
and self-esteem. A Life Full of Glitter is a modern guide to positive thinking
presented through relevant research, captivating storytelling, and plenty of humor.
In reading this book, you will: Learn quick tips and tricks for shifting your mind to
think positively Be introduced to new ways to address every day challenges Master
how to move on from feelings and experiences that are holding you back from
happiness

The Glass Castle
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Part memoir, part business manual, and 100% juicy—the inside story of Juicy
Couture, one of the most iconic brands of our times While working together at a
Los Angeles boutique, Pamela Skaist-Levy and Gela Nash-Taylor became fast and
furious friends over the impossibility of finding the perfect T-shirt. Following their
vision of comfortable, fitted T-shirts, they set up shop in Gela’s one-bedroom
Hollywood apartment with $200 and one rule: Whatever they did, they both had to
be obsessed by it. The best friends’ project became Juicy Couture. Pam and Gela
eventually sold their company to Liz Claiborne for $50 million, but not before they
created a whole new genre of casual clothing that came to define California cool.
Pamela and Gela built an empire from the ground up, using themselves as models
to build their patterns and placing their merchandise by storming into stores and
handing out samples. They balanced careful growth with innovative
tactics—sending Madonna a tracksuit with her nickname, Madge, embroidered on
it—and created a unique, bold, and unconventional business plan that was all their
own: the Glitter Plan. Now, Pam and Gela reveal the secrets of Juicy’s success: how
they learned to find and stick with the right colleagues and trust their instincts
when it became time to move on to their next project. They also share their
missteps and hilarious lessons learned—like the time robbers stole one thousand
pairs of maternity shortalls, which the partners took as the first sign to get out of
the maternity clothing business. Told in the bright, cheery voice that defines Juicy
style even today, The Glitter Plan shows readers how to transform passion and
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ideas into business success. Aspiring designers, Juicy fans, and business readers of
all stripes will be enthralled by the story of spirit and savvy behind Pam and Gela’s
multimillion-dollar fashion empire.

Why We Broke Up
Lauren's senior year is going exactly as planned. Her craft blog is getting more
visitors every day, and she knows what she's going to do with her life after
graduation: get her associate's degree, marry someone fabulous, and live happily
ever after. Sure, she doesn't know what she's going to get that degree inand
there's no Prince Charming on the horizon yet. But, still, that's the plan. At least, it
is until Harrison Neeley shows up at her kitchen table one evening and derails
everything

The Glitter Plan
The #1 New York Times bestseller! Try to catch one of the world's most elusive
mythical creatures—the unicorn! Filled with zany traps and lots of rainbow unicorn
fun, this is the unicorn book of the year! Can you catch the unicorn? You'll have to
use your brain, So set your traps and prep your team To pet that rainbow mane!
Also in the How to Catch Series: How to Catch a Mermaid How to Catch a Dinosaur
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How to Catch a Dragon How to Catch a Monster

Sprinkle Glitter on My Grave
The Lake on Fire is an epic narrative that begins among 19th century Jewish
immigrants on a failing Wisconsin farm. Dazzled by lore of the American dream,
Chaya and her strange, brilliant, young brother Asher stowaway to Chicago; what
they discover there, however, is a Gilded Age as empty a façade as the beautiful
Columbian Exposition luring thousands to Lake Michigan’s shore. The pair scrapes
together a meager living—Chaya in a cigar factory; Asher, roaming the city and
stealing books and jewelry to share with the poor, until they find different paths of
escape. An examination of family, love, and revolution, this profound tale
resonates eerily with today’s current events and tumultuous social landscape. The
Lake on Fire is robust, gleaming, and grimy all at once, proving that celebrated
author Rosellen Brown is back with a story as luminous as ever.

Mindfulness in the Classroom
A New York Times bestselling series A USA TODAY bestselling series A California
Young Reader Medal–winning series Sophie uncovers shocking secrets—and faces
treacherous new enemies—in this electrifying third book in the Keeper of the Lost
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Cities series. Sophie Foster is ready to fight back. Her talents are getting stronger,
and with the elusive Black Swan group ignoring her calls for help, she’s determined
to find her kidnappers—before they come after her again. But a daring mistake
leaves her world teetering on the edge of war, and causes many to fear that she
has finally gone too far. And the deeper Sophie searches, the farther the
conspiracy stretches, proving that her most dangerous enemy might be closer than
she realizes. In this nail-biting third book in the Keeper of the Lost Cities series,
Sophie must fight the flames of rebellion, before they destroy everyone and
everything she loves.

Fair Play
What would happen if women suddenly possessed a fierce new power? "The Power
is our era's The Handmaid's Tale." --Ron Charles, Washington Post **WINNER OF
THE BAILEYS WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION** One of the New York Times's Ten Best
Books of the YearOne of President Obama's favorite reads of the YearA Los Angeles
Times Best Book of the Year One of the Washington Post's Ten Best Books of the
YearAn NPR Best Book of the Year One of Entertainment Weekly's Ten Best Books
of the Year A San Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the YearA Bustle Best Book of
the Year A Paste Magazine Best Novel of the YearA New York Times Book Review
Editors' ChoiceAn Amazon Best Book of the Year "Alderman's writing is beautiful,
and her intelligence seems almost limitless. She also has a pitch-dark sense of
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humor that she wields perfectly." --Michael Schaub, NPR In THE POWER, the world
is a recognizable place: there's a rich Nigerian boy who lounges around the family
pool; a foster kid whose religious parents hide their true nature; an ambitious
American politician; a tough London girl from a tricky family. But then a vital new
force takes root and flourishes, causing their lives to converge with devastating
effect. Teenage girls now have immense physical power--they can cause agonizing
pain and even death. And, with this small twist of nature, the world drastically
resets. From award-winning author Naomi Alderman, THE POWER is speculative
fiction at its most ambitious and provocative, at once taking us on a thrilling
journey to an alternate reality, and exposing our own world in bold and surprising
ways.

First Day Jitters
Everyone knows that sinking feeling in the pit of the stomach just before diving
into a new situation. Sarah Jane Hartwell is scared and doesn't want to start over at
a new school. She doesn't know anybody, and nobody knows her. It will be awful.
She just knows it. With much prodding from Mr. Hartwell, Sarah Jane reluctantly
pulls herself together and goes to school. She is quickly befriended by Mrs. Burton,
who helps smooth her jittery transition. This charming and familiar story will
delight readers with its surprise ending. Fun, energetic illustrations brighten page
after page with the busy antics surrounding Sarah Jane. FIRST DAY JITTERS is an
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enchanting story that is sure to be treasured by anyone who has ever anticipated a
first day of school.

As Brave As You
"After being forced to marry the evil King, Dani must use her power as Queen to
stop selling Glitter for good and escape with Saber, the boy she loves"--

Everblaze
If you've been itching to convert your craft into a career, your side-hustle into a
start-up, or just want to think about work-life balance in a new way, then The MultiHyphen Life is for you. In The Multi-Hyphen Life, award-winning British authorpodcaster Emma Gannon explains that it doesn't matter if you're a part-time PA
with a blog, or an accountant who runs an online store in the evenings—whatever
your ratio, whatever your mixture, we can all channel our own entrepreneurial
spirit to live more fulfilled and financially healthy lives. Technology allows us to
work wherever, whenever, and enables us to design our own working lives. Forget
the outdated stigma of “jack of all trades, master of none,” because having many
strings to your bow is essential to get ahead in the modern working world. We all
have the skills necessary to work less and create more, and The Multi-Hyphen Life
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is the source of inspiration you need to help you navigate your way toward your
own definition of success.

Boss Bitch
The founders of the Juicy Couture brand recount the experiences and strategies
they attribute to the company's success, explaining their balance of careful growth
and innovation while reflecting on the haphazard setbacks that marked the
company's achievements.

The Multi-Hyphen Life
An exploding Mardi Gras float has got to be the strangest murder weapon scrappy
sleuth Carmela Bertrand has ever encountered in this latest Scrapbooking Mystery
from the New York Times bestselling author. It's Mardi Gras in New Orleans and
scrapbook shop owner Carmela Bertrand is excited to be attending the Pluvius
Parade along with her best friend Ava. Carmela's ex-husband Shamus rides by the
duo on his float at the head of the parade, when suddenly the revelry turns to
disaster. Shamus' float crashes and explodes, and although Shamus escapes
unhurt, a member of his krewe is killed. Carmela and Ava plunge into an
investigation of the krewe-member's death, but as they dig deeper it starts to look
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less like an accident and more like a murder.and Shamus seems less like a victim,
and more like a suspect.

The Rainbow Fish
The adventures of a little boy in the city on a very snowy day. On board pages.

The Glittering Court
In today's schools, students and teachers feel unprecedented—even
alarming—levels of stress. How can we create calmer classrooms in which students
concentrate better and feel more positive about themselves and others? Author
Thomas Armstrong offers a compelling answer in the form of mindfulness, a
secular practice he defines as the intentional focus of one's attention on the
present moment in a nonjudgmental way. In Mindfulness in the Classroom,
Armstrong - Explains how mindfulness affects the structure and function of the
brain. - Provides an overview of mindfulness as both a personal practice and a
classroom methodology that aligns with such educational models as Social and
Emotional Learning (SEL), Positive Behavioral Intervention and Supports (PBIS),
and Universal Design for Learning (UDL). - Shares and explains the extensive
research that shows the positive effects of mindfulness practices in the classroom.
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- Describes how to adapt mindfulness for different grade levels, integrate it into
regular school subjects, and implement it schoolwide. - Offers guidelines for
teaching mindfulness responsibly, without religious overtones. Dozens of
observations from teachers, students, researchers, and practitioners provide
striking evidence of the power of mindfulness and offer hope to anyone who wants
to make classrooms more productive places of learning.

Sparkle Boy
On a warm September night in 2002, former acquaintances Alexis Maybank and
Alexandra Wilkis reconnected at a mixer for new students at Harvard Business
School. Alexis had just ended a four-year run at eBay during the dotcom boom and
bust. Alexandra had just spent three years as an investment banker at Merrill
Lynch. Now they were entering the country’s top training ground for future titans
of Wall Street and the Fortune 500. Little did either suspect that five years later,
they’d become famous not in finance or consulting or corporate management, but
at the bleeding-edge intersection of fashion and technology. Gilt Groupe –
launched by Alexis, Alexandra, and three colleagues in 2007 – is one of the most
fascinating startups of recent years, with a valuation of more than $1 billion. And it
all began with one bold idea: to bring sample sales online and change the way
millions shop. As Alexis and Alexandra write about the day Gilt.com went live: “We
had created a website that could potentially change the rules of retail, for both
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shoppers and brands. If shopping was traditionally a slow, leisurely activity that
might consume an entire day, it would now be competitive, addictive, urgent,
thrilling—a rush delivered at the same time each day. Shopping would become not
just easier, but so much fun.” But turning that vision into reality wasn’t easy.
Designers had long controlled their own sample sales by staging them in
anonymous, makeshift locations and strictly limiting invitations. Those lucky
enough to hear about a Marc Jacobs or Hermès sample sale would drop everything
and run for dramatic, fleeting bargains. Why should elite brands support a new
startup trying to replicate the experience online? And even if brands like Valentino,
Christian Louboutin, and Zac Posen got on board, would shoppers embrace such a
website? Would the kind of people who love high-end fashion really visit a new
online sale each day? Was “accessible luxury” a breakthrough idea or an absurd
oxymoron? Alexis and Alexandra share their perspective in this dramatic story of
Gilt’s birth, rise, and evolution. They show how they juggled the conflicting needs
of their suppliers, engineers, marketers, and potential investors. They explain how
they blended their individual strengths and weaknesses and managed their rapidly
growing team. They cover the growing pains of expanding into new categories like
housewares, travel, and menswear. And they take us through the darkest
moments of the recession when Gilt might easily have died. As you’ll learn from
the true story of Gilt, anything is possible for those with the creativity to recognize
a new opportunity and the perseverance to make it real.
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Glitter and Glue
NAACP Image Award nominee for Outstanding Biography/Autobiography In her own
words, Cyntoia Brown-Long shares the riveting and redemptive story of how she
changed her life for the better while in prison, finding hope through faith after a
traumatic adolescence of drug addiction, rape, and sex trafficking led to a murder
conviction. “Thoseyears in prison hadn’t just turned me into woman. They
transformed me. The girl who desperately wanted to belong, who felt powerless,
who clawed, and scratched her way out of every corner she was backed into, was
gone.” At the age of sixteen, Cyntoia Brown, a survivor of human trafficking, was
arrested for killing a man who had picked her up for sex. Two years later, she was
sentenced to life in prison. Brown reflects on the isolation, low self-esteem, and
sense of alienation that drove her straight into the hands of a predator. Once in
prison, she attempts to build a positive path and honor the values her beloved
adoptive mother, Ellenette, taught her, but Cyntoia succumbs to harmful
influences that drive her to a cycle of progress and setbacks. Then, a fateful
meeting with a prison educator turned mentor offers Cyntoia the opportunity to
make the pivotal decision to strive for a better future, even if she’s never freed. In
these pages, Cyntoia shares the details of her transformation, including a profound
encounter with God, an unlikely romance, an unprecedented outpouring of support
from social media advocates and A-list celebrities, and her release from prison. A
coming-of-age memoir set against the shocking backdrop of a life behind bars,
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Free Cyntoia takes you on a spiritual journey as Cyntoia struggles to overcome a
lifetime of feeling ostracized and abandoned by society.

Just Add Glitter
Illustrations and simple, rhyming text encourage the reader to add glitter to
everything in sight, until even what should really sparkle is obscured.

The Glitter Plan
Recounts the author's search for domestic bliss as she embraces the word of
Martha Stewart and attempts to follow her in all things, from closet organization to
stain removal, with laughably disastrous results.

The Lake on Fire
Young Casey loves sparkly things, just like his older sister, who does not approve
until an encounter with teasing bullies helps her learn to accept and respect Casey
for who he is.

Bling Blaine
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The author of the best-selling The Middle Place presents an account of her
perspectives on motherhood, which have been shaped by her job as a nanny for a
grieving Australian family and her character-testing experiences with her
daughters.

The Glitter Plan
The #1 New York Times Bestseller Jessica reveals for the first time her inner
monologue and most intimate struggles. Guided by the journals she's kept since
age fifteen, and brimming with her unique humor and down-to-earth humanity,
Open Book is as inspiring as it is entertaining. This was supposed to be a very
different book. Five years ago, Jessica Simpson was approached to write a
motivational guide to living your best life. She walked away from the offer, and
nobody understood why. The truth is that she didn’t want to lie. Jessica couldn’t be
authentic with her readers if she wasn’t fully honest with herself first. Now
America’s Sweetheart, preacher’s daughter, pop phenomenon, reality tv pioneer,
and the billion-dollar fashion mogul invites readers on a remarkable journey,
examining a life that blessed her with the compassion to help others, but also
burdened her with an almost crippling need to please. Open Book is Jessica
Simpson using her voice, heart, soul, and humor to share things she’s never shared
before. First celebrated for her voice, she became one of the most talked-about
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women in the world, whether for music and fashion, her relationship struggles, or
as a walking blonde joke. But now, instead of being talked about, Jessica is doing
the talking. Her book shares the wisdom and inspirations she’s learned and shows
the real woman behind all the pop-culture cliché’s — “chicken or fish,” “Daisy
Duke,” "football jinx," “mom jeans,” “sexual napalm…” and more. Open Book is an
opportunity to laugh and cry with a close friend, one that will inspire you to live
your best, most authentic life, now that she is finally living hers.

The Snowy Day
"A teenager living in an alternate-history futuristic Versailles must escape its walls
by selling a happy-enducing makeup called Glitter"--

Shatter
Party decorations have lost their sparkle, and it's all because of Grace the Glitter
Fairy's missing party bag! The girls are determined to track it downbut how?

Glitter Bomb
An updated edition of the life story of the American heiress and Duchess of
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Marlborough whose experiences inspired the character of Downtown Abby's Lady
Grantham describes her arranged marriage, her observations of the intricate
hierarchy of her home in Blenheim Palace and her encounters with famous
historical figures. 40,000 first printing.

Free Cyntoia
While working together at a LA boutique, Pamela Skaist-Levy and Gela Nash-Taylor
became friends over the impossibility of finding the perfect T-shirt. Following their
vision of comfortable, fitted T-shirts, they set up shop in Gela's one-bedroom
Hollywood apartment with £200 and one rule: Whatever they did, they both had to
be obsessed by it. The best friends' project became Juicy Couture. Pam and Gela
eventually sold their company to Liz Claiborne for £50 million, but not before they
created a whole new genre of casual clothing that came to define California cool.

This Song Is (Not) For You
"When two brothers decide to prove how brave they are, everything
backfires--literally"--

Glitter and Sparkle
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A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER The Selection meets Reign in this dazzling
trilogy of interwoven novels about three girls on a quest for freedom and true love
from #1 internationally bestselling author Richelle Mead. "Brilliant and original,
Mead’s new series starts off with a bang and will leave readers on the edge of their
seats until the very end." —School Library Journal For a select group of girls, the
Glittering Court offers a shot at a life they’ve only ever dreamed of, one of luxury,
glamour, and leisure. To high-born Adelaide, whose wealthy family is forcing her
into a loveless marriage, the Glittering Court represents something else: the
chance to chart her own destiny, and adventure in an unspoiled, prosperous new
land across the sea. After a chance meeting with the dazzling Cedric Thorn,
Adelaide poses as a servant to join the crop of impoverished girls he promises to
transform into proper ladies. But her familiarity with upper class life comes with a
price: she must hide her identity from her new friends, mysterious refugee Mira
and fiery former laundress Tamsin, and most importantly, from Cedric
himself—even though she’s falling in love with him. Everything begins to crumble
when Cedric discovers Adelaide’s ruse, and she catches the eye of a powerful
young governor, who wants her for a wife. She didn’t leave the gilded cage of her
old life behind just to become someone else's property. But nothing is as
daunting—or as wonderful—as the potent, forbidden attraction simmering between
Adelaide and Cedric. One that, if acted on, would make them both outcasts in a
wild, dangerous, uncharted world, and possibly lead them to their deaths.
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The Tao of Martha
"Imagine if New York A-lister Nora Ephron had a love child with America's mostloved comedic scribe, David Sedaris. Their spawn would be Jill Kargman, the
bestselling novelist turned satirist and star of Bravo's break-out scripted comedy,
Odd Mom Out. Now Kargman shares her razor-sharp wit and backhanded wisdom
in a deeply observed and outrageously funny collection of musings, lists, essays,
and outrages. From the life-affirming outlook she got from her death-obsessed
family (including the antithesis to her Goth aesthetic, ray of sunshine sister-in-law
Drew Barrymore) to the appreciation for land (and limbs) she got from swimming
with sharks off the South African coast, to the adrenaline-pumping experience that
is a Gay Pride parade, Sprinkle Glitter on My Graveis a book about life, death, and
everything that happens in between, that will both entertain and inspire."

By Invitation Only
The words "She Who Leaves A Trail of Glitter Is Never Forgotten" in sparkly pink
letters decorate the cover of this composition bookCollege ruled lined composition
notebook. 200 pages. Size 7.44" x 9.69". Paperback cover with firm binding. Fun
design. The perfect book for taking class notes, creative writing, homework for
school, schedule planning, and more. Sparkle Now Books creates high quality
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notebooks and journals for students, writers, and people who love to shine.

A Life Full of Glitter
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity
were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children
lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary
painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.
When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining
town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to
fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will
to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of
unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.

Beneath the Glitter
Blaine loves to shine and sparkle. Whether it's his uniform, book bag, or baseball
cap, he's all about the bling. But when his passion for bling leads to bullying, Blaine
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(and the school) loses his shine. Can Blaine's friends bring it back by glittering up
themselves? This delightful story proves that anyone can love bling, and that
happiness comes when allies band together to throw glitter--not shade.
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